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Dear Chris

Thank you for your letter.

Hope this email finds you well?

Re: Objection for planning application WSCC/036/20 

I would like to register my objection to the above mentioned planning application for the
following reasons.

The area is not suitable for the proposal.

There is already too much traffic on the small roads and country lanes in and around this
area, any further increase will create many more delays, noise disturbance, further
maintenance issues to the roads etc (leading to higher council tax rates) with such a huge
increase of  "120 trucks" per day!!
Road safety for pedestrians and other road users is also a concern along with the
MASSIVE pollution increase that will come hand in hand with such a guaranteed increase
to the volume of traffic, this will be devastating to the natural environment
surrounding this beautiful area creating an irreversible negative impact on the habitat and
all the wildlife who call it home.

The above mentioned pollution is for "just feeding the facility" let alone the pollution the
facility will produce on a daily basis.

Further Environmental Issues.

Not only is the proposed facility of a gargantuan proportion (not in keeping with the
surrounding area) it will also release toxic fumes to the community adding to the above
mentioned pollution issue. 
The fumes/odours/dust created by this facility will be very unwelcome within the
community and  all the surrounding areas
This is certainly "out of character" with such a lovely area 

The opposing building, harmful fumes and huge increase in traffic will have a massive
negative impact on the community, county and future generations for years to come.

I remain optimistic this application will not be approved

Many thanks

Yours Sincerely

Nicholas Geoffrey Yarnold.

N.G Yarnold.

4 Old Station Cottages



Ford Road
Ford
BN18 0BH.




